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APPLIED N;- DATA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
!zQUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT
January 1 - March 31, 1977

Compiled by

~~B~n and P . G. Young

ABSTRACT

This progress-report describes the activities of the Los
Alamos Nuclear Data Group for the period January 1 through
March 31, 1977. Ihe topical content is summarized in the
contents.

I. THEORY AND EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS
——

A. R-Matrix Analysis of Lhe 7Li System (G. Hale and D. Dodder [T-9])

The 6Li(n,t)4He cross section is of interest in applications primarily as a

standard neutron cross section at low energies, but it is also important in the

determination of tritium bteeding in 6Li-enriched fuels. Our multichannel

R-matrix analysis of this system has been directed at understanding data for all

the reactions open at exci’:ationenergies below 10.5 MeV in terms of resonances

in 7Li.
6We have found that the behavior of even the low-energy Li(n,t) cross sec-

tion is strongly infkence{l_by high-lying states. In particular, the l/v depen-

dence of the integrated cross section and the pronounced asymmetry of the angu-

lar distribution at low energies appear to come from the presence of a 3/2+

resonance at .11.3 MeV exc::tationenergy, and higher lying levels in the 1/2+

state. It is possible one bf the 1/2+ levels may correspond to the broad
7

structure
.

presented

Standards

observed at -.16.8-MeVexcitation energy in ‘Li. These results were

in March at the l:nternationalSpecialists Symposium on Neutron
1

and Applications,.,—
.

Recently Dodder, in cc~llaborationwith Biegert and Baker from Rice Univer-
7

sity, has started analyzin{;data from the Be system simultaneously with data
‘ .——

1



from 7Li, using charge-symmetric constraints to relate the R-matrix parameters

of the mirror systems. Preliminary indications are that the neutron cross sec-
6

tions for Li from that analysis are quite similar to those obtained from ana-

lyzing the 7Li data alone. One has increased confidence, however, in the

results of an analysis that accounts for data from all the 7-nucleon reactions

simultaneously.

B. Evaluation of
10
B Cross Sections (G. Hale and L. Stewart)

‘ln
The neutron cross sections for ‘“B at energies below 1 MeV, including the

important 10B(n,a) standard cross sections, were obtained last year from a
11

multichannel R-matrix analysis of reactions in the B system.2 In order to
10produce the Version V Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B) for B, these cross

sections have been matched to the existing ENDF/3-iV cross sections in the

vicinity of 1 MsV. The cross sections, angular distributions, and spectra have

been added for capture gamma rays (MT=102). Complete covariance information for

the neutron cross sections below 1 MeV, calculated from the covariances of the

R-matrix parameters , is provided in File 33. The evaluation, temporarily

labeled MAT number 5010, is being sent to Brookhaven National Laboratory for

distribution.

c. Resonance Parameters from the R-Matrix (G. M. Hale)

The parameters of the R-matrix, although fundamental from the nuclear the-

ory point of view, have no simple correspondence with the obsened widths and

positions of anomalies in the expex,imentald?$a. We are investigating different

ways of extracting “resonance parameters” from the R-matrix in order to facili-

tate comparison with numbers obtained directly from measurements.

Last quarter we described a method based on the real poles and residues of

the resonant-Q-matrix (QR), which is a multilevel extension of the prescription

commonly used to define resonance parameters from a single-level R-matrix. This

quarter we have implemented a similar method based on the complex poles and

residues of the collision matrix. The definition of positions and widths for

the resonance states then parallels that given by Humblet3 for the parameters

his S-matrix expansion. These resonance parameters have the formal advantage

being independent of matching radius in the external region,
3,4

unlike those

obtained from considering Q .
R

of

of

2



—.—
.

Starting from the sam? R-matrix parameters, we have noticed interesting,~_
differences in the resonanl;eparameters obtained from the real (QR) and complex,— 9

. (S) pole prescriptions. Iilthe case of the ‘Li analysis described in Sec. I.A.,

for instance, the parameters of the low-lying resonances were similar using the

4 two different methods, but the width of a 7/2- resonance at~9.6-MeV excitation

energy in 7Li turned out t> be about four times as wide using the real prescrip-

tion as that found using t“iecomplex prescription. The width of the anomaly in

the .experimental data appe”%rgto be much closer to that given by considering the

complex poles of the S-matxix. We are comparing the results of the two methods,.-.
in other cases to see if tll~S-matrix prescription generally gives positions and—.;=
widths closer to those obs(?rwedin the experimental data..-

D. Calculation of
88
Y an(i

87
Y Capture Cross Sections Between 0.01 and 0.25

MeV (E. D. Axthur)

Statistical.model calf:ul&tionsof the
88Y ad 87

Y capture cross sections

have been made using input paramters 1’~ (the average gamma-ray width for S-wave

resonances) and <D> (the (ibsemed S-wave level spacing) obtained from a study

of the systematic behavior of these quantities for nuclei in the mass region A =

85 to 105. With the paramoterizations used, theoretical rv values lie generally

within 25% of available e~Je~~$2ZLtal values, while calcula~ed <D>

generally to within 35% of the corresponding experimental.value..—
88

obtained for <D> and ryin the n + Y system were 93 and 0.17 eV;.

they were 236 and 0.165 eVl,respectively.

The solid lines in Fi[js.1 and 2 show the calculated capture

for 88Y and 87Y while the c~ottedlines indicate the errors (+45%)

values agree

Values

for n + “y

cross sections

estimated for

the calculation. This errc>restimate results from adding in quadrature the

errors associated with r zlqd<D> described above.
T

In Fi.g~3 experimenta~,~yalues (open circles) of 24-keV neutron-capture

cross sections are plotted as a function of the number of neutrons for targets—

having odd Z. The effect c~f—theclosed neutron shell at N = 50 is apparent.

Also shown and indicated btr-.closedcircles are the results of the present cal-
! -——

culations along with their estimated errors.. .-
in reasonable agreement with values expected

region.

Both calculated values seem to

from systematic in this mass

be
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E. Evaluation of the
89.

Z(n,Y) Cross Section from 0.001 to 20 MeV.
(E. D. Arthur)

In general, existing evaluations of the
89
Y(n,y) cross section fail to

.
include effects in the hi~h-ener=~ capture cross section resulting from giant

!r
dipole resonance (GDR) ca]?~ure. Using a statistical model calculation along

4

with a “preequilibrim” type treatment of the high-energy capture process to

include direct-semidirect capture effects
89

, we have calculated the Y capture

cross section from 0.01 t{]_.20MeV. At lower energies, because of resonance

structure in the capture cross sections, the data of Bergman5 were used between

0.001 and O.OIMeV. The f:alculatedcross section is shown in Fig. 4, along with

representative experimental data. Evident in the region from 10 to 15 MeV is

the effect of the GDR which causes the capture cross section to rise to about

2 mb.

F. Calculation of 15-MeV Neutron-Induced Charged-Particle Spectra on Stainless
Steel 316 (E. D. Arthur and P. G. Young)

We have calculated cha_:ged-particlecross sections and spectra induced by
!,P_—

neutrons on stainless steel 316 in order to compare with the recent measurement-----
6

of Haight et al.. The calculations were made using the preequilibrium-

statistical model code GNASH and employed global values for preequilibrium,

level density, and opticaJ._modelparameters.

In order to compare ttiththe experimental data, we calculated proton- and
54Fe 56F=alpha-particle spectra ant.cross sections for 15 MeV neutrons on . .

50Cr 52Cr
9 9

steel 316.

in Fig. 5.

gions where

58
Ni, and 60

. .

Niand combined the results appropriately for stainless

The calculaticn~re compared with the experimental spectrum results

(The dashed pcrtion of the calculated proton spectra indicates re-

low-energy pr~t@s may not have been detected experimentally.) In

Table I, the comparison be~een integrated experimental and theoretical cross

sections is made. These zesults are typical of the general.type of agreement in

spectral shapes and total yields obtained from GNASH calculations near 15MeV

using global parameters.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF ANGLE-INTEGRATED ~ERIMENTAL
AND CALCUUWED CRQSS SECTIONS FOR 15-MeV NEUTRONS ON SS-316

Emitted Particle a Experimental (rob) a Calculated (rob)

Proton 252 k 38 316 (Ep > 1.5 MeV)
Alpha 48*7 45
Deuteron 82 2 9

5
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G. Calculation of Proton-Induced Reactions up to 40 MeV (E. D. Arthur and P.
G. young)

Intended use of 35-40 MeV deuteron beams on Li targets to produce neutrons

to simulate radiation damage effects occurring in fusion reactors will probably

4 require neutron cross-section data up to neutron energies of 40 MeV. Since

little neutron-induced rt>actiondata exists above 20 MeV, model code calculations

will be an important sou:ce for the necessary cross sections. In order to test

the preequi.librium-stati:ltical.model code GNASH at high energies, we have calcu-

lated reaction cross secl:ionson
89
Y and ‘“ Tm induced by protons up to 40 MeV.

The calculations used global preequilibrium and level density values and employed

the following global opt::calmodel parameter sets:

89Y
:

169ho
.

Protons - Becchetti-Greenlees7,-—

Neutrons - Wili~re=liodgson8

Protons - Pereyg.

Neutrons - Wilx~re-Hodgson8

The calculations for p +
89
Y reactions are compared

urementslO’ll in Figs. 6 and 7. It should be noted that

with experimental meas-

the energy scale of the

measurements in Ref. 11 has a relatively large uncertainty, and we have shifted

the measured (p,2n), (p,k), (p,pn),and (p,p2n) cross sections downward in energy

by 2 MeV. This is the energy shift needed EO bring (p,n) data from Ref. U into

agreement with the data of Ref. 10 where proton beam energies were known quite

accurately. In I?ig.8, the calculations are compared with measurements of (p,n),
169fi 12

(p,3n), and (p,4n) reactions on . Generally, the agreement between the

calculations and experimental data is quite accurate considering input parameters

were not adjusted in the calculation.

H. Optical Model and Ccppled-Channel Analysis (D. G. Madland and P. G. Young)

Work is continuing en—the development of coupled-channel transmission co-
.—

efficient to be used, fcr example, in statistical compound nucleus codes such

as GNASH’30r COMNUC.14 Thecode JUKARL’5 calculates a coupled-channel trans-

mission coefficient matrfx for each set of entrance-channel quantum numbers (J,n).

The total transmission coefficient matrix is thus generated by the set l(J,m)j.

The total matrix has been calculated for n +
238

U, n + 175Lu, and n +
169

Tm ex-

amples and has, in each case, been compared to the corresponding spherical opti-

cal model transmission coefficients. The next step is apparently a mechanical

7
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one, that is, to cast the transmission coefficient matrix into a form that is

readily assimilated by the statistical codes.

I.
9n + Be Cross.sectiom. Evaluation (p. G. young, L. Stewart, R. E. MacFarlanet

and D. W. Muir)
.

An evaluation of selected neutron-induced cross sections for ‘Be has been

completed and incorporated into the BMDF/B-V evaluation from Livermore. Par-

ticular emphasis was placed on accurately representing the neutron emission

spectra from (n,2n) reactions 16
, as measured re,centlyat Los Alamos. In addi-

tion, the total cross section was updated above 500 keV to include new measure-

ments from the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) 17 18
and LOS kkIllOS.

The E2TDF/Bformats are presently not suited for accurate representation of
--—

9energy-angle correlations in neutron-emission spectra from Be reactions. For
9this reason we have used a special format to incorporate the Be(n,k) data. In-—

particular, we have derived cross sections and angular distributions for a series

of (n,n’) level excitation energy bins that suitably represent the Los Alamos16

experimental data at 5.9, 10.1, and 14.2 MeV. Because the evaluated excitation

data actually represent (n,2n) reactions , a multiplicity factor of 2 is speci-

fied in the evaluation. The level excitation functions were smoothly interpo-

lated and extrapolated to other incident neutron energies, so that the energy

range from threshold to 20 MeV is covered.

Because of the speciaL data format used, it was necessary to modify the

NJOY code to permit multigqoup processing of the data. This modification is
——-

complete, and we have processed the new evaluation into the TD-Division 30-

neutron by 12-gamma group structure.

J. Reevaluation of Neutron-Induced Cross Sections for 237
Uand23gU (R. J.

Barrett, P. G. Young, ,?xidR. E. Seamen [’ID-6])

The ENDL-76 evaluatioa~of neutron-induced reactions on 237
U and 239U have

been revised to reflect receqt nuclear-model calculations by Gardner19 at Liver-
20

more and Jary at Bruy&es-le-Ch&el. Below 2 MeV, the elastic (n,Y) and (n,f).—
19cross sections calculated by Gardner were included in the evaluations. At

higher energies, the data were joined smoothly to the (n,f), (n,2n), and (n,3n)
20 “.

calculations by Jary. A>ove 2 MeV, the ENDL-76 elastic, (n,y), and nonelastic

cross section were essentially retained, although some modification was required

to accommodate in a contimlous fashion both sets of model calculations. The,—..

original ENDL-76 angular and energy distributions were not modified in the

9



reevaluation. The new data sets have been processed through NJOY into the TD-

Ditis20n 30-neutron by 12-gamma group structure and made available for use.

K. Electron and Photon Spectra Between 1 and .1000 s After a Fission Burst
. G. Foster, Jr.,and N. L. Whittemore) *

We have begun work, under a contract from the Air Force Weapons Laboratory

@FwL), on producing a compact parameterization of the electron and photon spec-

tra emitted between 1 and 1000 s after a fission burst. In contrast to most

reactor applications, we are interested here in the particle spectrum (beta or

gamma per MeV per fis/s) rather than the energy spectrum

fis/s). The sponsor’s requirements include:

1. Data for 235U 238U and 239Pu for fission and9 9

(MeV per MeV per

14-MeV neutrons.

2. Moderate accuracy (5-10%).

3. Fairly detailed description (20 electron groups, 20-40 photon
groups, concentrated at the lower energies).

4. Coverage of the time range from 1 to 1000 s with satisfactory
extrapolation to somewhat earlier and later times.

50 Smallest feasible number of parameters (if possible, fewer than
10 per group).

In accordance with previous work,
21

we intend to use an exponentia3.-

series fit to the time-dependent spectrum calculated by combining data on the

spectra of 180 selected fission-product nuclides with decay rates calculated

using CINDER, and normalizing the composite spectrum to the calculated energy-

release rate for 825 nuclides. Because the 180 nuclides ’were selected originally

for reactor decay-heat calculations at considerably later times, the normaliza-

tion exceeds a factor of 2 below 50 s.

The necessary CINDER calculations have already been done using ENDF/B-IV

data for each of the required cases except
239

Pu fission induced by 14-MeV

neutrons. For the latter case we will use preliminary ENDF/B-V data as soon

as they become available. All

50-keV groups for photons and

cases have been calculated at

seven time steps per decade.

of these calculations have been performed using

100-keV groups for electrons. Some of the required

two time steps per decade and some at a total of

If necessary, we will use decay constants from

seven/decade fits to supplement the fits at two/decade.

In preparation for the fits, we have processed the 180 standard spectra into .

a compact binary library using an ad hoc code Sl?ECFL. We have also reduced all——

of the CTNDER data to compact binary form and sorted it into the same order of

10



nuclides as the representative spectra, using the code CINDFL. The output from

these two codes has been :ombined using FPSPEC, and absolute spectra for each
11

. case from 1 to 10 s hav? been stored in a working binary library. We have

also prepared a streamlined version of FPSPEC that reads the normalized data back

. from the final library foe listing, plotting, and comparing with measurements.

AU of the data are stored in Photostore for ready retrieval. Each step in the

data preparation has been embodied in a CROS macro to simplify the processing

of new data.

A primitive version of a fitting code called FPSPFT has been debugged.

FPSPFT fetches the necessary data from the library, rebins it into the AFWL

group structure, and carr:Lesout the required fits. The weighting function

assumes a constant fractional error for all times. We make an initial fit by

assuming time constants equally spaced logarithmically over the required time

interval and fitting just the corresponding amplitudes (a linear problem with an

exact solution). Then th!?fit is iterated on all parameters until it converges.

As anticipated, the initial stages of iteration frequently prove unstable.

Accordingly, the code automiically reduces the step along the gradient until

it gets a X* smaller than the previous one. At each subsequent iteration, it

attempts to double the step so that convergence is rapid after the unstable

region has been crossed.

The major addition r{~quiredto complete FPSPFT is a provision for auto-

matically holding some pavairxetersfixed if the problem is underdetermined, to-

gether with an efficient :~ystemfor storing parameter sets for restarting fits

or initializing new ones. The primitive version arbitrarily fixes enough of the

longest time constants to make the problem exactly determinate.

II. NUCLEAR CROSS-SECTIOIIPROCESSING

A. The MATXS1 Cross-Section Library (R. E. MacFarlane and D. W. Muir)

An extensive new libra”~ of neutron cross sections and scattering matrices,

photon-production matrice:l, and photon-interaction cross sections and matrices

has been generated using l:heNJOY processing code and ENDF/B-IV data. This li-

brary uses the standard TI1-Ditision30-group neutron structure and weight func-

tion and the standard 12-{;~oupgamma structure. It contains neutron cross sec-

tions for 65 nuc~ides> phcjton-productiondata for 41 nuclides, and photon-inter-
,

action data for 41 elemenl:s(see Table II).



TABLE II

CONTENTS OF MATXS1 LIBRARY

Neutron Interaction Photon Interaction

H-1
H-2
H-3
He-3
He-4
Li-6
Li-6a
Li-7
Be-9
B-10
B-11
C-12
C-12a
N-14
0-16
F-19
Na-23

MS
Al-27
Si
c1
K

Ca
Ti
v
Cr
Mn-55
Fe
co-59
Ni
Cu
Zirc2
Nb-93
Mo
Rh-lo3
Ag-lo7
Ag-109
Cd
Ta-181
W-182
W-183
W-184
W-186
Re-185

Re-187
Au-197
Pb
Th-232
Pa-233
U-233
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-237
U-238
U-239
NP-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Am-241
Am-243
Cn-244

H
He
Li
Be
B
c
N
o
F

;
Al
Si
c1

Photon Production

H-1 Al-27 Mo
H-2 Si Ta-181
Li-6 cl W-182
Li-6a K W-183
Li-7 Ca W-184
Be-9 Ti W-186
B-10 v Pb
C-12 Cr U-235
C-12a Mn-55 U-237
N-14 Fe - U-238
0-16 co-59 u-239
F-19 Ni Pu-240

% Nb-93

K
Ca
Ti
v
Cr
Mn
Fe
co
Ni
Cu
Zr
Nb
Mo
Ag

Cd
Sn
Ba
Gd
Ta
w
Re
Pt
Au
Pb
Th
u
Pu

.

A
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The Library is available in the new MATXS format that allows for the storage

of all data types and pa:tial cross sections in a compact manner.

J be reformattedfor use in existing transport codes using the TRANSX

scribed in Sec. 11.B.

+ ENDF/B-IV cross secl:ionswere reconstructed to an accuracy of

The data can

program de-

0.5% and Dop-

pler broadened to 300 K. Multigroup averages were computed at infinite dilution.

Heat-production cross sections (eV b) are included for both neutron and pho-

ton interactions. Neutrcm heating for isotopes without photon-production data

was calculated by assuming that all photon energy is deposited locally. Photon—
form factors were used in generatfig the photon interaction data, therefore low-

energy cross sections and coherent scattering anisotropy should be better than

for older methods.

This library contaiz.<all the group constants required for coupled neutron,

photon, heating, and sensitivity calculations where self-shielding is not

important. .

B. TRANSX (R. E. MacFarl~e)

As reported above, we have prepared a rather complete cross-section library

with 30 neutron groups a~d 12 photon groups in the new MATXS format. This li-

brary has neutron interaction data (including heating cross sections) for 65

nuclides, photon-production data for 41 nuclides, and photon-interaction data

(including heating) for 41 elements. All necessary data is present for complete

coupled neutron, photon, and heating calculations when self-shielding is not

@portWt. However, this qtensive new library is of little use unless its con-

tents can be delivered to the existing transport codes in a convenient way.

TRANSX is a code written for this purpose.

TRANSX allows the user to construct neutron tables, photon tables, or coup-

led sets. The tables can be produced in “matWise” ordering (i.e., MATI Po,

WI PI, .... MAT2 Po, .... etc.) that can be read by almost all existing trans-

port codes, or the user can..specify“groupwise” ordering. This is the format

used internally by all DTF-like codes, and it allows

many groups. The tables can be generated in adjoint

also allows for transport corrections, for prompt or

eters, for collapse to a subset group structure, and

scopic or macroscopic mixtures.

problems to be m with

form if desired. TRANSX

infinite time fission param-

for the creation of micro-

13



Finally, TI?MSX can be used to construct sophisticated edit cross sections.

The MATXS file allows for all the partial cross sections found on the original

ENDF/B files plus others, such as heating, constructed by the processing code. .

The TRANSX user can construct any edit that is a linear combination of vector

partials from the MATXS file. Some examples may help to make this clear. .

Example 1. 12C @NDF/BMAT1274)

4
He production = 1 * (n,a) + 3* (n,n’3a)

Example 2. n + 7Li + 8Li + e- + 2a (850 ms)

total heating (eV b) = 1* (prompt heating) + 9.31 X 106* (n,y)

The quantities in parentheses are available on the MATXS file. Special options

are included for fission cliiand for edits of gamma production sources, including

delayed gammas.

TRANSX uses variable-dimensioning and paging throughout. There is essen-

tially no M.mit on the size of a problem that can be run.

c. Collapse Theory (D. W. Muir and R. E. MacFarlane~

We have modified the CINX code to perform space-energy collapse with a

full Legendre treatment. To discuss the theory behind the new collapsing

algorithms, we introduce the following notation:

v. volume of a spatial region

n = density of the nuclide of interest

(y. cross section for reaction of interest

4= neutron fluence

!2= Legendre expansion order

g = fine-group index

G = coarse-group index

k . fine-mesh index

K = coarse-mesh index

Let us repeat the usual argument for preserving the reaction rate in-

tegrated over some finite region of both space and energy.

14



Since an integration

flUX

is required. Further

we

~K
G

—

over angle has already been performed, only the scalar

Zz ~kKkk= nu$v.
G Og

coarse keK gsG’

Setting the two reaction rates equal to one another and dividing through,

have

8
G

where

1.

$s the volume-~t~grated scalar flux

is identical to the usual result for

generalization to allow for the fact

(la)

‘(lb)

in the coarse-mesh region K. This result

scalar-flux collapse, except for our slight

that the atomic density nk may vary as a

function of fine-mesh intecval.

The collapsing algorithm, Eq. cl), allows us to define an equivalent
kaverage cross section
‘G

that is constant within a coarse-mesh spatial internal

and within a coarse energy group. This;constant cross section gives the same

result as the detailed cross section a
g

using the same fine-group Elux. Since,

fine-group fluxes within a coarse group

group calculated in a coar.;e-groupcalculation, we have the desired result that

the reaction rate is presewed in going from an entirely fine-group calculation

to an entirely coarse-group calculation.

in calculations of reaction rates

to a good approximation, the sum of the

will be equal to the flux in that coarse

25



Under the phrase “reaction rates” above, we

of any angle-integrated cross section, including
.

include flux integrals

individual members of the

PO coarse-group transfer matrix, UK
O;&G’” In other words, the total number

of neutrons in region K undergoing the particular transition from group G

to group G’ is preserved. However, it should be noted at this point that

the angular distribution of these scattered neutrons is not necessarily

preserved by the collapse algorithm given in Eq. (1), since we have dealt

only with sngle-integrated quantities. Fortunately, to consene the neu-

tron scattering angular distributionss only a slight extension of the

above concepts is required.

K
Let SW, (1.1)be the volume integrated angular distribution of neutrons

being scattered from source energy,group G to sink group G?, i.e., the

scattering “source” term in the Boltzmann equation. From Ref. 22 the I-th

Legendre moment of the scattering source is just

SK
~;G+G’

fine

in the fine-group

SK
R;G+.G’

environment, and

‘SK gEG-
1coarse

in the coarse-group environment. We can preserve SKmy,(P) by preserving its
--

Legendre

equal to

moments; so we proceed as before, setting the two expressions above
Kone another and solving for rY
I;=’”

(2a)

where

16
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(2b)

..

(2C)

Thus, the g-th Legeudre moment of the angular flux should be used to

collapse the %th Legendce moment of the cross sections, in a manner com-

pletely analogous to the use of the scalar flux to collapse angle-integrated

cross sections.

D. PCS Calculations (1

The Processing Code Subcommittee of the Code Evaluation Working Group has

specified a simple reactcr system that can be used to test and compare various

code systems. As results from the various labs arrive, a number of possible

errors and unifying acticns begin to take shape.

Instead of using, fzom the beginning, an arbitrary fission source to avoid

a possible source of discrepancies, it appears either the various code systems

are not flexible enough to accept an aribtrary fission source or the various

lab participants prefer to compare their sundry schemes for computing a realistic

fi~s<og pourc-e f,or t~s fictitious reactor system. Thus, in an effort to make

the final results more uniform, the IASL calculations have been repeated using

a more composition-reflective fission source. The results are shown in Table

111. Still, however, the NEW ML CHI is not the same as the ANL CHI. If the

NEW LASL CHI is substituted for the ANL CHI or vice versa, the ML CHI yields a

lower ~ by 0.0007. Thus there is only 1.2121-1.2096-0.0007 = 0.0018 AK left to
2.

be explained between the L&&and_ANL results for the B = O problem..
New schemes for generating effective elastic removal cross sections could

. have an effect on.the LASL PCS eigenvalues. .(See Sec. 11.E on Elastic Removal

Schemes.) Adoption of an improved scheme could raise the LASL PCS B2 = O eigen-

values by 0.0082, and the LASL PCS B2 = 0.00073 eigenvalues by 0.0044. This

would diminish the extent of agreement among the various labs.

17



TABLE III

I?ISSIONSOURCE

~ Codes Comments

LASL MINX/lDX LIB-IV, new
LASL MrNx/I.Dx LIB-IV, old

EFFECTS

LASL CHI
LASL CHI

LASL ETOX/lDX ETOX-IV, new IASL CHI
LASL ETOX/lDX ETOX-IV, old LASL CHI

EToE/Mc2-11/sDx

PCS System With
B2=() g2=0,00073

1.2121 1.0061
1.2140 1.0077
1.2108 1.0053
1.2127 1.0069
1.2096

Finally, some confusion exists as to what cross sections and f-factors

should be used in the iteration to obtain a
o’

the background cross section. The
23

effective total cross section should be used in the u -iteration.
o

In lDX, this

is accomplished by simply using the infinitely dilute total cross section in the

first iteration, while subsequent iterations form an effective total cross sec-

tion from the infinitely dilute fission, capture, elastic, and inelastic cross

sections and their f-factors. The “total f-factor,” FTOT, provided by LIB-IV
24

is not used because it is a current weighted entity that would yield an improper

total cross section for use in the so-iteration. However, if this improper

method were used, it would increase the B2 = O PCS eigenvalues by 0.0008.

E. Elastic Removal Schemes (R. B. Kidman)

Effective elastic removal cross sections are sensitive to problem-dependent

intragroup spectra. Iterative procedures between flux and elastic removal.cross

sections have shown promise for adjusting these cross sections to the problem-

dependent spectra. However, since more accurate elastic removal cross sections

have become available, it is appropriate to consider improving the nature of the

interpolations involved in the iteration process.

Table IV shows the results of using three different schemes on several crit-

ical assemblies. The

the collision density

sections. The Higher

current cross section

Collision Density Scheme utilizes linear interpolation on

to determine ratios that modify the elastic removal cross

Order Scheme utilizes polynomial approximations to the

and flux trends, and performs group averaging integrals

to determine ratios that modify the elastic removal cross section.

The original lDX scheme develops elastic removal cross sections much differ-

ent than the original cross sections provided by LIB-IV. Since the original

LIB-IV elastic removal cross sections are very realistic, any large deviations

18
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TABLE IV

COti?iiRISONOF -TIC ~OV& S-S

PCS (B2=0.0)

K after O itel:ations
K after 5 iterations
KO-K5
New K5 - IDX 15..

PCS (B2=0.00073

K after O itey’ations
K after 5 itel”ations
KO-K5
New K5 - IDx E5

ZI?R-6-7

K after O iterations
K after 5 iterations
KO-K5
New K5 - lDX M

ZPR-3-54

K after O iterations
K after 5 iterations
KO-K5
New K5 - I.DXKS

+L

Original
IDx
Scheme

1.22676
1.21405
0.01271

1.01615
1.00773
0.00842

0.97921
0.97085
0.00836

0.92590
0.93222

-0.00632

Collision
Density
Scheme

1.22676
1.21912
0.00764
0.00507

1.01615
1.00980
0.00635
0.00207

0.97921
0.97290
0.00631
0.00205

0.92590
0.92518
0.00072

-0.00704

Higher
Order
Scheme

1.22676
1.22227
0.00449
0.00822

1.01615
1.01216
0.00399
0.00443

0.97921
0.97520
0.00401
0 ● 00435

0.92590
0.92345
0.00245

-0.00877

are suspicious. Since the Oh” iteration uses the original cross sections, the.=
o‘n iteration eigenvalue represents a valid alternative to the original lDX

procedure. This is why the Oth iteration eigenvalue is listed in Table IV.

We are now formulating evaluation criteria which will allow us to determine

which scheme would be most appropriate to adopt.

F. Elastic Removal F-Factor Effects (R. B. Kidman)

Past applications of the Shielding Factor Method did not utilize actual
.

elastic removal f-factors to help determine the ’effective elastic removal cross

section. Instead, the elastic f-factor was used.

The lDX code has been modified to use actual elastic removal f-factors.

Preliminary effects of factoring in only iron elastic removal f-factors are shown

19



in Table V. (These IDX runs also contain the Higher Order Elastic Iteration

Schemes mentioned fn the section on Elastic Removal Schemes.) In Table V, Fd

refers to elastic removal f-factors and Fe refers to elastic f-factors. Since

ZPR-3-54 was an iron-dominated reflector, there is a’large effect. Since the

infinite homogeneous PCS B2 = O system has no leakage and is not dominated by

iron, the effect is very much smaller.

Before these results can be taken seriously, the oo-behatior of elastic

removal f-factors will have to be investigated to determine if a more generalized

co-interpolation of f-factors is required.

G. Space-Shielding Cross Sections for Pebble-Bed High-Temperature Reactors
(M. G. Stamatelatos and R. J. LaBauve)

New methods to space shield group cross sections for use in Pebble-Bed High-

Temperature Reactor (PBHTR) calculations have been developed. These represent

modifications of methods developed and successfully used in analyses of High-

Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors (HTGR). Important modifications of the original

methods were required by the geometric peculiaritiesof PBHTR systems of German

design whose fuel elements are tightly packed spheres having an inner mixture of

graphite and fine grains and an outer graphite spherical shell. This material

is the basis for a presentation at the American Nuclear Society’s Annual Meeting

in New York in June.

H. Pointwise Cross-Section Space Shielding in Doubly Heterogeneous Reactors
(M. G. Stamatelatos and R. J. LaBauve)

A number of methods have been developed or implemented at LASL for calcu-

lating space-shielded cross sections for double-heterogeneous HTGR systems.
25-27

A new method is currently being investigated for space-shielding cross sections

of such HTGR systems at the pointwise or ultrafine energy level. Preliminary

TABLE V

ELASTIC REMOVAL F-FACTOR EFFECTS
Km

Km Actual Iron Fd
Critical
Assembly ‘1 ‘d=Fe ‘thers ‘d=Fe AK

.

.

.

ZPR-3-54 0.92345 0.92803 0.00458

PCS B2=0 1.22227 1.22257 0.00030
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results have been satisf:,ctory,and comparisons with other methods are in prog-

ress. A full description,of the method and the results it produces will be given

. in a future report.

I. Cross Sections for ETGR Safety Research (M. G. Stamatelatos and R. J. LaBauve)

Our report titled “llethodsfor Calculating Group Cross Sections for Doubly

Heterogeneous Thermal Reactor Systems,” LA-NUREG-6685-MS, was recently published

(February 1977). It discusses methods used at LASL for calculating group cross

sections in doubly heterogeneous HTGR systems of the General Atomic design.

These cross sections have.been used for neutronic safety analysis calculations

of such HTGR systems at cifferent points in reactor lifetime (e.g., beginning-

of-life, end-of-equilibrium cycle).

111. CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL NEUTRONICS DATA: THERMO-
NUCLEAR TRITIUM PRODUCTION (W. A. Reupke [Georgia Institute of Technology]
and D. W. Muir)

In previous reports
28-32

we have documented the development of least squares

consistency analysis mettods and have illustrated the method by preliminary ap-
33

plication to a 14 MeV nettron-driven tritium production integral experiment.

Using the code ALVIN we I.avenow evaluated the consistency of the data prior to

and after statistical.data adjustment. The experimental tritium production in

~i (natural abundance) &nd7Li detectors, imbedded ina30-cm-radius nLiD

sphere, is shown in Fig. 9. The standard derivations of the integral data,

indicated by the vertical bars , correspond to the trace of the full dispersion

(error) matrix shown in l’ig.10. Here detector positions are indexed in order

of increasing radius and the error matrix elements are presented as fractional,

or relative, variance-covarience units.

A perturbation calculation of the tritium-production cross-section sensi-

tivities was performed, using a development of the ALVIN sensitivity calculation

module SENSI, with seconcary neutron energy and angular distributions held con-

stant. The resulting multigroup sensitivity matrix is shown in Fig. 11.

When the multigroup sensitivity matrix is folded with a cross section

dispersion matrix using a generalized law of propagation of errors, it is then

possible to bound the calculated tritium production with error bars that rep-

resent that part of the ~ncertainty in the calculated production due to the

cross-section uncertaint~.. The dispersion matrices of the most important



partial reactions in this

consistency. The bulk of
7

=periment were

the uncertainty

found to be due to the ‘Li(n,xt) reaction

evaluated by criteria of external

in calculated tritium production was

. The dispersion matrix of the

mdtigrouped reactions (Fig. 12), as implemented in a separate ALVIN run, is

shown in Fig. 13. The resulting uncertainty bands of the calculated tritium

production, obtained by folding the sensitivity matrix of Fig. 11 with the error

matrix of Fig. 13, is shown in the form of dotted lines in Fig. 9.

Statistical adjustment of the combined data, with an initial chi-square per

degree of freedom (X2/DF) of 3.0, leads to a final X2/DF of 2.3, and represents

a fifteenfold improvement in statistical likl.ihood. The detailed pattern of ad-

justment is indicated by the solid lines in Figs. 9 and 12. Note that the im-

provement is achieved by a decrease in the ‘Li(n,xt) 14-MeV group cross section

from 32S to 284 mb and an adjustxentof the ‘Li data closer to calculated

values. The adjusted ‘Li(n,xt) cross-section dispersion matrix and the adjusted

tritium-production dispersion matrix are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The correla-

tions between adjusted cross-section data and adjusted tritium production data

are shown in Fig. 16. No correlations were assumed between the errors of the

,p
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A

C331’LJF&c:

---=(24Ic+3,-U beforefit
—= Calc+u.-Y afterfit

I I I I I
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Fig. 9.
Radial tritium ~roduc~ion before and
after fit. Initial XZ/DOF = 2.3 (com-
bined data).
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Fig. 10.
Tritium production relative disper-
sion matrix, before adjustment.
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Fig. 11.
7Multigroup sensitivity lzatrix, Li

.

(n,xt) reaction. Total cross-section
constant.
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Fig. 13.
‘Li(n,xt) reaction, mult,igroupdis-
persion matrix, before adjustment.
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7 Fig. 12.
Li(n,xt) group cross sec ions before
and after fit. 5Initial x /DOF = 3.0,
final X2/DOF = 2.3 (combined data).

8000
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Fig. 14.
‘Li(n,xt) reaction, multigroup dis-
persion matrix, after adjustment,

o
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??ig.15.
Tritium production dispersion matrix,
after consistency analysis.

Fig. 16.
Correlation coefficient matrix, after
adjustment.

initial cross-section data as a type and the initial integral data as a type.

Using the adjusted data, the uncertainty in the tritium breeding ratio in pure
7
LiD is reduced by one-fifth.

A complete discussion of the method and results is found in Ref. 34.

Grateful acknowledgment is extended to M. L. Prueitt for making available the

code PICTURA used in preparing the graphics.

Iv. FISSION-PRODUCT, ACTINIDE, AND DECAY DATA

A. Fission Yield Theory (D. G. Madland, R. E. Pepping [University of Wisconsin],
C. W. Maynard [University of Wisconsin], T. R. England, and P. G. Young)

235
Fission-fragment yields for U thermal fission have been calculated using

a simple Fermi gas model for the fragment level densities. The calculation has

been performed for three cases. In Case A, the primary fragments are assumed

to be produced in their ground-state shapes; in Case B, the fragments are allowed

to deform, but the shapes are assumed to be those corresponding to the maximum

value of the Gfunction, described below; and in Case C, an integration is per-

formed over the allowed shape space.

According to the statistical assumption, the yield of a fragment pair Y

in a given shape configuration is proportional to the double integral,

.

.

.
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G(e) Gk

Here U1 is the

. partitioned to

tional states,

energy release

‘o

thnuclear le~”eldensity of the i fragment,

fragment ir,ternaldegrees-of-freedom, p is

and k is tl.epre-scission kinetic energy.

at scissiot.and is given by

E is the total

the density of

The quantity G

G(&) =E+k=M*- ~,e(l)
) -m@2))

- ~(e(l)oc(z)
,6) ,

energy

transla-

is the

*
where M is the mass of tke fissioning compound nucleus,

i
th ~ ‘s~~~ ‘ss of the

fragment characterized by Nilsson deformation parameters e
.

and .~i), and

C is the Cculomb repulsiorienergy at scission as given by the formulation of

Hirschfelder et al.
35

In order to insure that G > 0, a parameter 6 must be in-

cluded in the Coulomb enexgy expression. This parameter may be interpreted as

the separation between fragment charge distributions at scission, i.e., the frag-

ment charge distributions are apparently not tangent at scission. The prescis-

sion kinetic energy, in tl.e assumed model, is a small, slowly varying function

of G and a magnitude of the order of a few MeV. G and E = Gk are then essen-

tially the same and exhibit the same systematic behavior.

Fragment masses are computed from the formula of Seeger and Howard.36 Bind-

ing energies are computed on a grid of 20

deformation parameter) and 5 values of S4

eter). To simplify computations, we have

approximately the most probable value for

formed in 1 of 20 possible shapes. For a

possible combinations of fragment shapes.

combination.

values of e (the Nilsson quadruple

(the hexadecapole deformation param-

c~os~n to vary c and hold C4 fixed at

a given c. Thus, a fragment may be

given fragment pair, there are 400

The &function is evaluated for each

For the purpose of illustration, we have calculated yields for values

of 4.5 and 6.4 F. Our res~ts are shown in Figs. 17-20. In case A, where the

fragment shapes are assumed to be those of the ground-state, a strong minimum

. occurs in the vicinity of Light fragment mass 95 (Figs. 17 and 18). We have

shown this to result from a rather abrupt decrease in the

. ration between the fragments in this region. This causes

Coulomb term and a correspnading decrease in G and E. In

average charge sepa-

an increase in the

the simple Fermi gas
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Fig. 17.
Fission fragment mass chain yields in
235

U thermal fission as a function of
mass number for 6 = 4.5 F. The lines
are drawn through even mass numbers for
A<118 and through odd mass numbers
for A>119.

4

@
70 EC2Xl IOY 1101201331401s0

mAGtvENTMASS NuMeER

Fig. 18.
Fission fragment mass chain yields in
235

U fission as a function of mass
number for d = 6.4 F. The lines are
“drawn through even mass numbers for
A <118 and through odd numbers for
A>119. The abscissa has been mis-
labled, i.e., “70” should be “80,”
and “80” should be “90,” etc.

model of nuclear level densittes, the @.eld expression is essentially an expo-

nential in E1/2. The yield itself is then topological.lysimilar to the G and E

functions. In Case B, the fragments are assumed to have shapes corresponding to

the combination that gives maximum values of G-for this configuration. In Case
.

C, the yield is computed at all 400 points and the result integrated over the

grid, C(l) X S(2). The nonphysical minimum at mass 95 is removed (in Cases B

and C) by allowing fragment deformations different from those of the ground-state

(Case A). In these cases, however, the inadequacies of the assumed model are

still apparent. The yield peak positions and the peak-to-valley ratios do not
37agree well with experimental observation.
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Fig. 19
The energy release at sci~sion G in
235U thermal fission as a function of
fragment mass number for :he three
cases discussed in the tect.

U-. FMGMENT W MUt4&

Fig. 20.
The effect on G of switching on and
off the pairing contribution to the
Strutinsky correction in the mass
formula. The observed “smoothing”
achieved by switching off the pairing
is observed in all cases shown in
Fig. 19.

In Fig. 19, the G-function is shown for the three cases (G is weighted by

the calculated fractional independent yield to remove the Z-dependence). The

tunes shown are for a value of the separation parameter,
6, of 6.4 F.

One point is noteworthy ia all cases of Figs. 17-19: the Gfunction and
yields are enhanced for even-even mass”splits. It is suggested33 that the pair-
ing interaction term should be removed from the Gfunction by ignoring it in the

fragment mass calculation. This may be done by simply ignoring the pairing

contribution to the Strutinsky correction term in the mass calculation.35 me

effect on the &function is shown in Fig. 20 for Case A.

The next step in the yield calculation is the use of a more sophisticated

fragment level-density function such as that recommended by Gilbert and Cam-
90

eron.‘0 While still based on the Fermi gas model, shell effects in the fragments

may be introduced.

. rection used in the

The pertinent quantity is available from the Strutinsky cor-

36nucleac mass formula of Seeger and Howard.
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B. ENDF/B Phenomenological Yield Model Improvements

1. 2P Values for Neutron-Induced Fission (D. G. Madknd and R. E. Peppin~

[University of Wisconsin]). Work is continuing on the calculation des&ibed in

the previous quarterly progress report. The remaining problem still persists,

that is, how to fold the effects of the prompt neutron distribution in Zp values

calculated for fission framnents so as to yield Zp values for fission products.

The simplest approach is to ignore the distinction between fragments and products,

a process which is too inaccurate (.0.5 charge units maximum error) for many

applications. The next order of approach (now being pursued) is to utilize the
39

“saw-tooth” prompt neutron distribution v(A) due to Terrell to perform an

average over Z for each fixed value of A.

2. Ternary Fission Probabilities and Charge Distributions (D. G.

Madknd and L. Stewart). A survey has been made of experimental information

pertinent to the probability of ternary fission and the charge distribution of

the light-ternary-fission products. This work was performed at the request

of the Fission Product and Actinide Data Subcommittee of CSEWG.

A new prescription has been formulated for the ternary fission probability

as a function of the incident particle energy and certain compound nucleus prop-

erties. Based upon systematic, a method for obtaining charge distributions of

light ternary products has been derived.

This work is completed and has been documented.
40

c. Short-Irradiation Fission-Product Beta Spectra and Total Energy Cal-
culations Versus Experiment (M. G. Stamatelatos and T. R. England)

Comparisons of calculated and experimental beta spectra and total beta en-

ergy from fission-product decay following short (0.015-100 s) thermal-neutron

irradiations of
235

U samples have been made. Experimental results from the

University of Illinois
41

and published preliminary results from the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory
42

benchmark experiments on fission-product decay heating

Calculations are based on ENDF/B-IV data.
43

were used.

The beta spectra

Short irradiation and

ENDF/B-IV data used.

both beta spectra and

44
were computed in a 75-group 100 keV fixed grid structure.

cooling time comparisons are stringent tests of the

The good agreement between calculations and experiments in

total beta energies indicates that the ENDF/3-IV

product data are adequate for even short irradiation and cooling times

28
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and can
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seine as a reliable data l~asefor predicting delayed fission-product beta energy

release under reactor acc:~dentconditions.

I%is material is the basis for a presentation at the American Nuclear Soci-

ety’s Annual Meeting in N~}wYork in June 1977.

D. Analytic Fitting of !;ummationCalculations of Delayed Energy Spectra from
Fission products (R. J. LaBauve, T. R. England, and M. G. Stamatelatos)

Summation calculatioxlsof delayed energy spectra from fission products can

be analytically approximal:edby a linear combination of functions

h

f=(t) =
x

e-Al,T
ak!l “ “

k-l

We have recently made single-and two-parameter fits to these functions, that is,

both by (1) specifying the A ‘s and fitting the Uk’s45 and (2) .by fitting the
’46

ak
‘s and Ak’s simultaneously.

The advantage of the first method is rapid calculation, but with a resulting

accuracy in the fit of only several percent. The second method provides a high

degree of accuracy (to within tenths of a percent), but the problems require

longer running times on the CDC 7600. -

We have now combined the two methods in a fashion so that the preliminary

results from the first method are directly applied as a first guess input to the

second method with the result of greatly reducing the problem running time, with-

out loss of accuracy. The fits for use in the ANS 5.1 Decay Heat Standard are

described in the next section (Sec. IV.E).

E. Decay Heat Standard ANS 5.1 (T. R. England, M. G. Stamatelatos, R. J.
LaBauve, R. E. SchentSt (Hanford Engineering Development Lab], and F.
Schmittroth [Hanford l?ngineeringDevelopment Lab])

In March the ANS 5.1 Decay Heat Working Group formally approved the decay

heat power and uncertainties recommended by a joint LASL/HEDL effort. Decay heat

for 2351Jand 239Pu thermal fission and
238

U fast fission is to be included in

the standard.

The 235U value is bas=d on a

calculations using ENDF/B-IV data

21
generalized least square analysis combining

and four recent benchmark experiments: Yarnell

29



and Bendt at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory; Dickens et al. at Oak Ridge Na-

tional Laboratory; Lott et al. at Fontenay-aux-Roses, France; and Friesenhahn et

al. at Intelcom Rad Tech. The
238

U and 239Pu heating rates are based entirely

on calculations using ENDF/B-IV data as corrected in Ref. 43.

The proposed standard consists of heating values following a fission pulse .
13

and an infinite irradiation (defined for practical purposes as 10 s) at con-

stant power, without depletion or absorption effects. Either the pulse or infi-

nite values can be used to generate the rates for finite irradiations. In addi-

tion, the effects of neutron absorption on heating, which is 2nd order for cool-

ing times ~106s, is accounted for by use of
47

earlier calculational studies.

In the standard, tabular values for the

at 6 points per cooling decade, beginning at

an approximate expression based on

pulse and infinite cases are given

lsand

for the pulse). In addition to the tabular data, it

possible to generate finite and infinite irradiation

per function fit to 23 exponential:

L.J

x -~~
f(t) =

ie i
MeV/Fiss-s

i=l

23—-

F(t,T) =
z

-A t
ie

i (l-e-Ait) MeV/Fiss

i-l

extending to 109s (1013s

has been shown that it is

cases using a 2 parameter

where

t = cooling time in seconds

T = irradiation time fi seconds.

The latter expression F(t,T) applies to a constant fission rate over the interval

T and, as described in the ANS 5.1 Standard, the f(t) functions can be readily

folded into any variable fission rate.

Because of the accuracy of these fits, the tabular data will be generated

directly from them. Tables VI-VIII provide the final recommended parameters.

.
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TABLE W

PARAMETERS FOR 2:15UTHERMAL FISSION FUNCTIONS f(t) AND F(t,”)a I
a A a A

——

6.4447E-lb 7 .8950E+0 2.5441 E-6 9.9966 E-6
4.6408 E-I 5 .5683 E-1 4 .9828 E-7 2 .S405E-6
2.88&3 E-l 2 .2367 E-1 1 .8522 E-7 6.6349 E-7
1.4815 E-1 1 ,0212E-1 2.6606 E-8 1.2289E-7 I
5.5143 E-2 3 ,3400 E-2 2.2397 E-9 2.7212 E-8

I
2.1950 E-2 1 ) 1403 E-2 8.1609E-12 4.3701 E-9
3.1497 E-3 3 02092 E-3 8.7797E-11 7.578 OE-10
6.7681 E-4 1 .,3098 E-3 2.5129 E-14 2.4786E-10
8.3288 E-4 6,.47 g5E-4 3.2190E-16 2.2376E-13
2.0207 E-4 2,0059 E-4 4.4911 E-17 2.4499E-14

3.7154 E-5 6< O023E-5 7.4776E-17 1.5643E-14
8.5033E-6 2.~715E-5

MeV/Fission-s

13
F(t,=) = F(t,10 )

t and T in seconds

b
-1

Read as 6.444TX1O
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TABLE VII

PARAMETERS FOR
238

U FAST FISSION FUNCTIONS f(t) AND F(t,=)a

a a
b

1.2311E+0
1.1486E+0
7.0701 E-I
2.5209 E-1
7.187GE-2

2.8291 E-2
6.8382 E-3
1 .2322 E-3
6.840 $IE-4
1 .6975 E-4

2.4182 E-5
6.6356 E-6

3.2881E+0
9.3805 E-1
3.7073 E-1
1.1118E-1
3.6143 E-2

1 .3272 E-2
5.0133 E-3
1 .3655 E-3
5.5158 E-4
1 .7873 E-4

4 .9032 E-5
1 .7058 E-5

1 .0075 E-6
4 .9894 E-7
1 .6352 E-7
2 .3355 E-8
2.8094 E-9

3.6236 E-11
6.4577E-11
4.4963E-14
3.6654E-16
5.6293E-17

7=1602E-17

7 .0465 E-6
2.3190 E-6
6.4480 E-7
1 .2649 E-7
2.5548 E-8

8 .4782 E-9
7.513 OE-10
2.4 I88E-10
2.2739 E-13
9.0536E-14

5.6098E-15

a 23

z
f(t) = aie-Ait MeV/Fission-s

~=1

23

z
ai

F (t,T] = ~ e-~it(l-e-AiT) MeV/Fission
1=1 i

13
F(t,=) E F(t,10 )

t and T in seconds

.

.

b

o
Read as 1.2311x10
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TABLE VIII

PARAMETERS FOR
-239

Pu THERMAL

a

3.1094E-lb
2.1395 E-1
2.0240 E-1
1.2174 E-1
3.9701 E-2

2.2748 E-2
5.2320 E-3
1.2591 E-3
6.8417 E-4
1 .5842 E-4

2.1323 E-5
6.3717 E-6

2.8480E+0
9.8330 E-I
3 .8966 E-I
1.1978 E-I
4 .0829 E-2

1 .4287 E-2
j.2952E-3
1 .5235 E-3
5.6352E-4
1 .8578 E-4

4.9377 E-5
1.6710 E-5

FISSION FUNCTIONS f(t) AND F(t,~)a

a A

1.0141 E-6 6 .5786 E-6
4 .8987 E-7 2.2253 E-6
1.6170 E-7 6. Z618E-7
2 .0$)47E-8 1.2722E-’7
2.9902 E-g 2.4609 E-8

4.84g6E-11 9.2396 E-9
5.72g2E-11 ‘7.44g8E-10
4.1331 E-14 2.4251 E-10
1.0908E-15 2.2044E-l S
2.1519 E-17 2.681 gE-14

7.5638E-17 1.18S4E-14

MeV/Fission-s

●
23

z

ai J t -A T
F(t,T) = ~e i(l-e i)

~=1 i

13
F’(t,=) 5 F(t,10 )

t and T in seconds

MeViFission

b

-1
Read as J.1094X1O
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These data are final with two minor qualifications: cl) 235U ~eriment~ at

Berkeley are nearly complete and the results will generate a minor modification

in the
235

U data, expected to be well within the assigned uncertainties. (2) Ex-
239

periments on Pu are in progress at IRT, ORNL, and LASL; these will ultimately
239

modify the Pu values, if results are available before final acceptance of the

recommended standard.

The 238U and 239Pu uncertainties are roughly a factor of two larger than

those for
235

U because only calculated values are used. For each nuclide, the

values are 10.8 + 8.9% between 1 and 10 s, 8.9 + 6.4% between 10 and 100 s, and

remain below
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